
PLUTARCH (46 - 125 c.e.)

« ON FORTUNE »1

[1]   « Fortune not wisdom rules the affairs of mortals, said Theophrastus. [But] if we impute
the works of wisdom to fortune, let us impute the works of justice and of self-control to chance
also, and let us put down stealing, picking pockets, and licentious living entirely to fortune ; let
us abandon all our reasoning processes and surrender to chance as if we were, like dust or
rubbish, driven and carried by a violent wind, hither and thither. For if there be no wisdom, it is
not likely that there is any sagacious planning about what is to be done, and no consideration
of searching for what is to the best advantage. [...]

[2]   On one occasion a painter, Nealces, painting a horse, was quite satisfied with his work in
every respects in the drawing and colours, but some foam on the bridle from the horse's
breath did not please him, so that he had tried again and again to paint it, but without success,
and each time had wiped it out ; but finally, in a rage he threw his sponge (just as it was, full of
pigments) at the picture, and this wonderfully produced exactly the effect he desired. This is
the only fortunate accident in art that history records. Rulers, weights, measures, and numbers
are  everywhere  in  use,  so  that  the  random  and  haphazard  may  find  no  place  in  any
production. [...] 

[3]   Can it be that those things which are most important and most essential for happiness do
not  call  for  intelligence,  nor  have any part  in  the  processes  of  reason and forethought  ?
Nobody wets earth with water and leaves it,  thinking it  will  become bricks by chance and
spontaneously, nor after providing himself wool and leather does he sit down and pray Fortune
that they turn into clothes and shoes for him.

[4]   And when a man has amassed much gold and silver and a multitude of slaves, and has
surrounded himself with spacious suites of rooms furnished with costly couches and tables,
does he believe that these things will constitute his happiness, and give him a painless happy
life secure from changes, unless he be wise also ? [...] So wisdom is neither gold, nor silver,
nor fame, nor wealth, nor health, nor strength, nor beauty. What is it then ? It is what can make
good use of all these, and that by means of which each of these things becomes pleasant,
noteworthy, and useful, and without which they are useless, fruitless, harmful, and a burden
and disgrace to their possessor. (...) For success beyond their merit is, to foolish persons, a
cause of folly, as Demosthenes2 said, but undeserved good fortune also becomes a source of
misery for unwise people. »

(On Fortune, excerpts from Plutarch's Morals (97c-100a), modified translation)

1 Greek title : "Péri Tukhè", namely : "Of Chance", "On Fortune".
2 Famous statesman and orator (-384/-322 bce). Plutarch quotes his 11th Olynthiac.



QUESTIONS

[§1] : Why shouldn't we let Fortune rule and decide for ourselves ? What would happen
then ?

[§2] : Summarize the painter's example. Chance rarely plays a role in Art, but it sometimes
does : explain why.

[§3] : On the contrary, why mustn't we rely on chance to achieve happiness ?

[§4] : Finally, why does very good luck turn into misfortune, like a trap, for some people  ?
What would they need instead ?


